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A Dynamic Model Free Observer Based Output Feedback Tracking Control
of Robot Manipulators in Task–Space
Necati Cobanoglu, Kamil Cetin, Enver Tatlicioglu? , and Erkan Zergeroglu
Abstract— This paper addresses the output feedback end–
effector position tracking control of robotic manipulators.
Specifically, via the design of a novel dynamic model independent observer constructed through a Lyapunov type analysis
and under the assumption that the manipulator Jacobian is always invertible, we propose a model based nonlinear controller
which ensures asymptotic robot end–effector tracking without
the need of joint and/or task space velocity measurements.
Simulation results are included to illustrate the performance
and effectiveness of the proposed method.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In robotic applications, the dynamic model of the robot
manipulator is commonly formulated in joint–space, while
the desired motion of the robot manipulator is usually
described in task–space (also referred as the Cartesian space)
where the end–effector of the robot manipulator performs
the actual task. One method to address this control problem
is first to obtain the desired joint–space trajectory and
then design a controller in the joint–space. This method
is commonly called indirect task–space control [1]. The
requirement of the solution of the inverse kinematics online
is a shortcoming of this method. Alternatively, the tracking
controller may be designed in the task–space by aiming to
develop a feedback loop where the end–effector of the robot
manipulator tracks the desired end–effector trajectory. This
method is commonly called direct task–space control [1].
As can be seen in the recent review papers by [2] and [3],
a good amount of past research was devoted to designing
direct task–space controllers. There are many past works that
addressed different task–space tracking control problems. In
[4], dynamic control of robot manipulators in task–space was
introduced. Hsu et al in [5] designed a feedback linearizing
controller for task–space tracking control of redundant robot
manipulators. Adaptive control of redundant robot manipulators while ensuring practical sub–task tracking was presented
in [6]. Tatlicioglu et al in [7] designed an adaptive feedback
linearizing controller for redundant robot manipulators while
achieving secondary control objectives. Yazarel and Cheah in
[8] designed an adaptive controller when some part of the dynamics and the kinematics were uncertain. Controllers were
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designed for robot manipulators with uncertain Jacobian
matrix [9], [10], [11]. Approximate Jacobian controllers were
then designed in [12], [13]. [14] and [15] designed adaptive
controllers when both kinematic and dynamic models included parametric uncertainties. Dogan et al in [16] designed
a learning controller in task–space for applications that
required periodic desired task. A high–gain robust controller
was designed in [17] for redundant robot manipulators.
Cetin et al in [18] designed a task–space tracking controller
that did not require dynamic model parameters. Recently,
variable structure type controllers were designed for task–
space tracking control of robot manipulators [19], [20],
[21]. While aspects such as uncertain dynamics, uncertain
Jacobian, etc were addressed heavily in the literature, most
of these task–space tracking control methods were based on
full state feedback that required both joint position and joint
velocity measurements. This is a weakness of some of the
works as most of the industrial robots are not equipped with
joint velocity measurements devices and differentiating joint
position measurements introduces high frequency signals to
the control input. In order to eliminate the requirement of
the joint velocity measurements for the task–space tracking
control of the robot manipulator, there are some works that
developed output feedback controllers by designing joint
velocity observers [22], [23], [24]. In [22], [23], authors
developed exact model knowledge controllers with the velocity observer to eliminate the joint velocity measurements.
[24] designed a quaternion–based output feedback controller
based on a joint velocity observer for task-space tracking
control of the robot manipulators. The main shortcoming
of [22], [23], [24] was that the joint velocity observation
relied on accurate knowledge or robot dynamics. Utilizing
observers that do not require dynamic model knowledge
(such as high gain observers in [25]) usually loses asymptotic
tracking.
In this paper, we propose a novel output feedback controller for the task–space, end–effector tracking problem of
robotic manipulators. To eliminate the need of joint velocity
measurements a dynamic model independent, joint velocity
observer formulation is constructed via a Lyapunov type
analysis. Due to the dynamical model independent nature
of the observation formulation, the proposed method can be
used as a stepping stone for further designs where accurate
knowledge of the system dynamics is not available. Asymptotic stability of the controller/observer couple is guaranteed
via Lyapunov type arguments and numerical studies utilizing
the dynamic model of a two degree of freedom planar robot
manipulator are performed to illustrate the performance and
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viability of the proposed method.
II. K INEMATIC AND DYNAMIC M ODELS
Kinematic formulation of an n degree of freedom robot
manipulator is given as,
x = f (q)

(1)

where q(t) ∈ Rn is joint position vector, x(t) ∈ Rn is the
end-effector position of the robot manipulator and f : Rn →
Rn denotes forward kinematics. The differential kinematics,
obtained by taking the time derivative of the kinematics is
also obtained as
ẋ = J q̇
(2)
where q̇(t) ∈ Rn denotes the joint velocity vector and J(q) ∈
Rn×n is the Jacobian matrix defined as,
J,

∂f
.
∂q

(3)

Here we assumed that the Jacobian matrix defined in (3) is
a square matrix. That is the sizes of the task–space and the
joint space of the robotic manipulator are same. It is well–
known that, this is not necessarily the case for all robotic
operations. However for the sake and ease of presentation
we have selected Jacobian matrix as a square matrix, we
would like to note that the formulation presented in the next
section can also be used with pseudo–inverse formulations
for the Jacobian matrix.
Assumption 1: J(q) is full rank ∀q(t), hence J(q) is
invertible and is away from kinematic singularities.
Assumption 2: There exists inverse kinematics function
h : Rn → Rn such that1
h(x) = q.
(4)
In our controller development we will also make use of
the following properties which are required to obtain the
corresponding bounds for the auxiliary terms introduced later
in our design steps;
Property 1: The kinematic terms satisfy the following
properties [26]
kh(a) − h(b)k

J

−1

≤

ζh1 ka − bk

kJ(q)ki∞

≤ ζJ1

J

−1

≤ ζJ2

(a) − J

−1

(q)
(b)

i∞

(5)
(6)
(7)
n

i∞

≤ ζJ3 ka − bk ∀a, b ∈ R (8)

where ζh1 , ζJ1 , ζJ2 , ζJ3 are known positive bounding constants and k·ki∞ denotes the induced infinity norm of matrix.
Property 2: The time derivative of the inverse Jacobian,
d
defined as WJ (q, q̇) , dt
(J −1 (q)) ∈ Rn×n , satisfies the
following properties [26]
WJ (q, a)b = WJ (q, b)a

(9)

kWJ (a, b)ki∞

≤

ζJ4 kbk

kWJ (a, b) − WJ (c, b)ki∞

≤

ζJ5 ka − ck kbk (11)

(10)

∀a, b, c ∈ Rn where ζJ4 , ζJ5 are known positive bounding
constants.
The dynamic model of an n degree of freedom revolute
joint robot manipulator is given as,
M (q) q̈ + Vm (q, q̇) q̇ + G (q) + Fd q̇ = τ

(12)

where q̈(t) ∈ Rn is the joint acceleration vector, M (q) ∈
Rn×n is the inertia matrix, Vm (q, q̇) ∈ Rn×n represents the
centripetal Coriolis effects, G(q) ∈ Rn represents the gravitational effects, Fd ∈ Rn×n denotes the constant frictional
effects, and τ (t) ∈ Rn is the control input torque.
Property 3: The inertia matrix is positive definite and
symmetric and satisfies the following inequalities [27]
ζM 1 In ≤ M (q) ≤ ζM 2 In
(13)
1
In ≤ M −1 (q) ≤
In
(14)
ζM 2
ζM 1
kM (q)ki∞ ≤ ζM 2
(15)
1
(16)
M −1 (q) i∞ ≤
ζM 1
where ζM 1 , ζM 2 are known positive bounding constants and
In ∈ Rn×n is the identity matrix.
Property 4: The time derivative of the inertia matrix and
the centripetal Coriolis matrix satisfy the following property
[27]


(17)
aT Ṁ − 2Vm a = 0 ∀a ∈ Rn .
Property 5: The dynamic terms in (12) satisfy the following properties [27]
1

Vm (q, a)b =

Vm (q, b)a

(18)

kVm (q, a)ki∞

≤

ζV 1 kak

(19)

kVm (q, a) − Vm (q, b)ki∞

≤

ζV 2 ka − bk

(20)

kFd ki∞

≤

ζF 1

(21)

kG(a) − G(b)k

≤

ζG1 ka − bk

(22)

n

∀ a, b ∈ R where ζV1 , ζV2 , ζG1 , ζF 1 are known positive
bounding constants.
III. C ONTROL O BJECTIVE AND D ESIGN
The control objective can be stated as ensuring the endeffector of robot manipulator to track a desired task space
trajectory, i.e., make x(t) → xd (t) where xd (t) ∈ Rn
is the desired trajectory which is assumed to be chosen
as sufficiently smooth with bounded time derivatives. The
control problem is further restricted by the unavailability
of joint velocity measurements. In order to quantify the
control objective we define the task–space tracking error
signal e (t) ∈ Rn as
e , xd − x.

(23)

To remove the joint velocity measurements dependencies in
the controller design, we have formulated the following novel
dynamic model free joint velocity observer design as

1 While the inverse kinematic at position level is introduced in (4), the
subsequent controller will be designed not to require it.
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q̂˙

=

y + Ko1 q̃ + Kc q

(24)

ẏ

=

(Ko2 + In )q̃ + Ko3 Sgn(q̃)

(25)

−Kc J −1 (ẋd + αe)

where Ko1 , Ko2 , Ko3 , Kc ∈ Rn×n are constant, positive
definite, diagonal observer and controller gain matrices, q̃ ∈
Rn is the joint position observation error explicitly defined
as
q̃ , q − q̂
(26)
with q̂(t) ∈ Rn being the observed joint position and
Sgn(·) ∈ Rn is the vector signum function and y(t) ∈ Rn is
an auxiliary term.
A. Error Dynamics

where z(t) ∈ R4n is defined as
z(t) = [eT (t) rT (t) q̃ T (t) sT (t)]T

with ρc (·) ∈ R1 being a known, positive bounding function
and s(t) ∈ Rn is the auxiliary observation error term defined
as
s , q̃˙ + αq̃.
(36)
Given the open–loop error system given in (31) and from
the subsequent stability analysis we design the control input
torque signal as

We start our controller development by taking the time
derivative of (23) and substituting (2) for ẋ to obtain
ė = ẋd − αe + αe − J q̇

(27)

where α ∈ R is a positive constant gain. Based on the
subsequent analysis we define an auxiliary term, r (t) ∈ Rn ,
as
r , J −1 (ẋd + αe) − q̇
(28)
which enables us to rewrite the error dynamics in the form
ė = −αe + Jr.

(29)

We would like to note that as the auxiliary term r(t) in (28)
has q̇(t) term, therefore is not available for control design.
However based on the structure of ė given in (29), in order to
regulate e(t), we need to regulate r(t), therefore we also need
to calculate the dynamics for r(t). To this end we take the
time derivative of (28), pre–multiply the resultant by M (q)
and apply (12) to obtain
M ṙ

d  −1
J (q)(ẋd + αe)
dt
+ Vm (q, q̇)q̇ + G(q) + Fd q̇ − τ.

Ω2

where Kc ∈ Rn×n is a constant, positive definite, diagonal
control gain matrix. Using the fact
J −1 (ẋd + αe) − q̂˙ + αq̃ = r + s

(38)

we can rewrite the control input signal, as
τ = Ω1 + Kc (r + s) + J T e.

(39)

For the ease of presentation, we will use the unimplementable definition (39) in our analysis however on actual
implementations (37) is used. To develop the closed–loop
error system we substitute (39) into (31) to obtain
M ṙ = −Vm (q, q̇)r + Ω2 − Kc (r + s) − J T e.

(40)

B. Observer Analysis
We start the observation error system analysis by taking
the time derivative of (36), and insert (24), (26) to obtain

(30)

M (q)Wj (q, (ẋd + αe)) q̂˙


+M (q) J −1 (q) ẍd + αẋd − αJ (q) q̂˙
 
+Vm q, q̂˙ J −1 (q) (ẋd + αe)
+Fd q̂˙ + G(q),

(37)

ṡ = M −1 [τ − Vm q̇ − G − Fd q̇] + Kc r
−(Ko1 − α)q̃˙ − Ko2 q̃ − q̃ − Ko3 Sgn(q̃) (41)

˙ xd , ẋd , ẍd ) ∈ Rn and
where the auxiliary terms Ω1 (q, q̂, q̂,
n
˙ xd , ẋd ) ∈ R are explicitly defined as
Ω2 (q, q̃,
,

τ = Ω1 + Kc (J −1 (q)(ẋd + αe) − q̂˙ + αq̃) + J T e

= M (q)

Adding/subtracting Vm (q, q̇)r to (30) and re–arranging we
obtain
M ṙ = −Vm (q, q̇)r − τ + Ω1 + Ω2
(31)

Ω1

(35)

(32)

, M (q)Wj (q, (ẋd + αe)) q̃˙ − αM (q) q̃˙

˙ (33)
+Vm q, q̃˙ J −1 (q) (ẋd + αe) + Fd q̃.

We would like to note that Ω1 term contains known and
measurable terms while Ω2 contains the unmeasurable terms.
Furthermore by exploiting the properties of the robot dynamics and assumptions we made on the kinematics we can show
that,
kΩ2 k ≤ ρc (kzk) kzk
(34)

where (12) and (28) were used. Selecting the observer gains
to satisfy Ko2 = α(Ko1 − αIn ) and inserting for the control
input torque of (39), we can rewrite the dynamics of the
auxiliary filtered observation error term as
ṡ =

Nd + Nb
Ko2
s − q̃ − Ko3 Sgn(q̃)
(42)
+ Kc r −
α
where we have auxiliary term Nd (xd , ẋd , t) ∈ Rn , contains
all the terms that are desired end–effector position and
velocity dependent. Due to the boundedness of the desired
trajectory and its time derivatives the Nd term and its time
derivative can also be bounded as
kNdi k ≤ ζN 1i ,

Ṅdi ≤ ζN 2i

(43)

where ζN 1i , ζN 2i ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , n are positive bounding
constants. The other auxiliary term, Nb (t) ∈ Rn , also
introduced in (42) is used to represent the rest of the terms
which can be bounded in the form
kNb k ≤ ρo (kzk) kzk
1

(44)

where ρo (·) ∈ R is a known positive bounding function and
z(t) was previously defined.
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Remark 1: While the bounds in (44) are assumed to be
known, in reality usually upper bounds of these bounds are
sufficient for gain tuning.
Obtaining the closed–loop observation error dynamics of
(42) enables us to state a preliminary stability analysis for
the observation system. We start our preliminary analysis by
defining a non–negative scalar function Vo (t) as follows,

Proof: We start our analysis by defining non–negative
function V (t) ∈ R as follows

1 T
1
s s + q̃ T q̃ + P
(45)
2
2
where the scalar auxiliary function P (t) ∈ R is defined as
Z t
sT (σ)[Nd (σ) − Ko3 Sgn(q̃(σ))]dσ
(46)
P , ζP −

λ1 kzk ≤ λ1 kyk ≤ V ≤ λ2 kyk

1
1
V , Vo + rT M (q)r + eT e
2
2

where Vo (t) was previously defined in (45). Note that (53)
can be upper and lower bounded as
2

Vo ,

0

with the non–negative constant ζP defined as
ζP ,

n
X

Ko3i |q̃i (0)| − q̃ T (0) Nd (0)

(47)

i=1

where the subscript i = 1, 2, ..., n denotes the ith element
of a vector. Following a similar analysis to that of [28], it
can be proven that when the observer gain Ko3 is selected
to satisfy the following sufficient condition
1
ζN 2i ∀i = 1, · · · , n
(48)
α
then P (t) defined in (46) is always greater or equal to
zero and therefore Vo defined in (45) is a positive
definite
√
Lyapunov function with respect to s, q̃ and P . Taking the
time derivative of (45) and substituting for (36), (42) and
time derivative of (46) we obtain


2
T Ko2
V̇o = −s
s + Nb + Kc r − α kq̃k .
(49)
α

IV. S TABILITY A NALYSIS
The error dynamics of (29), the closed–loop dynamics
for r(t) obtained at (40) and the result of the preliminary
observer stability analysis presented in the previous subsection yield the following result for the position tracking and
observation error terms.
Theorem 1: The controller formulation of (37), and the
velocity observer formulation given in (24), (26) ensure that
the closed loop observer/controller is asymptotically stable.
That is
ke(t)k , kq̃(t)k → 0 as t → ∞,
(50)
provided that following gain conditions with (48) are satisfied

λmin {Ko2 } ≥ α α + kn ρ2o ,
(51)

2
λmin {Kc } ≥ α + kn ρc
(52)
with the control gain α selected to satisfy α 

1
2kn .

2

2

(54)

where, λ1 , λ2 are some bounding constants, z(t) was defined
in (35), and y(t) ∈ R4n+1 is defined as
√
(55)
y , [ eT rT q̃ T sT
P ]T .
Taking the time derivative of (53), substituting for (29), (40),
(49) and canceling common terms, we obtain


Ko2
2
s + Nb − α kq̃k
V̇ = −sT
α
2

−rT [Ω2 − Kc r] − α kek

(56)

where Property 4 was made use of as well. Applying (44)
and (34) we can obtain an upper bound for (56) as follows
V̇ ≤

Ko3i ≥ ζN 1i +

The first term in the brackets and the last term of equation
(49) are designed to ensure the stability and convergence
of the filtered version and the actual the observation error
signals, while the rest of the terms are designed to cancel
the interconnection terms between the observer/controller
subsystem. We are now ready to pursue to the overall
stability analysis of the observer/controller couple.

(53)

2

2

− α1 λmin {Ko2 } ksk + ρo kzk ksk − α kq̃k
2
2
−λmin {Kc } krk + ρc kzk krk − α kek

(57)

which using the definition of z(t) given in (35), the gain
condition of (51) and (52) along with the damping argument
2

kak kbk − kn kak ≤

1
2
kbk ∀a, b ∈ Rn
4kn

(58)

we can further upper bound the time derivative of V (t) to
have the form


1
2
kzk .
(59)
V̇ ≤ − α −
2kn
From (53) and (59) it is clear that when the gain condition
on kn and α is satisfied, e (t), r (t), s (t), q̃ (t) ∈ L∞ ∩
L2 , and following standard signal chasing arguments we can
prove that all signals in the closed loop error and observation
system are bounded. Based on the fact that r (t), s (t) ∈ L∞
we can conclude that e(t) and q̃˙ (t) are uniformly continuous.
Finally from direct application of Barbalat’s Lemma [29]
kz(t)k → 0 as time increases so we can obtain the result
given in (50) provided that the gain conditions given in the
theorem are satisfied.
Remark 2: Due to the structure of the bounding functions
ρc (·) and ρo (·) given in (34) and (44) respectively, and from
the presentation of the Theorem, one might come to the conclusion that the controller/observer formulation requires the
norms of r(t) and s(t) (as z(t) defined in (35) contains these
signals). We would like to note that the controller/observer
formulation does not make use the bounding functions as
a whole but uses the coefficients of these functions. The
proof presented here is constructed to ease the presentation of
the work by removing the tedious parts. Following a similar
approach to [30] and [31], obtaining the same stability result
is trivial.
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V. S IMULATION R ESULTS

xd vs x
0.8

We have constructed our numerical studies on the dynamic
model of a two degree of freedom planar robot manipulator
with the following parameters


p2 + p3 + 2p1 s2 p2 + p1 s2
(60)
M =
p2 + p1 s2
p2


p1 s2 q̇2 p1 s2 (q̇1 + q̇2 )
Vm =
(61)
−p1 s2 q˙1
0


p4 c1 + p5 c12
G =
(62)
p5


p6 0
(63)
Fd =
0 p7

End-effector trajectory
Desired trajectory

0.7
0.6

[cm]

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
-1

in which s2 = sin(q2 ), c2 = cos(q2 ), c12 = cos(q1 + q2 ),
p1 = 0.36, p2 = 0.43, p3 = 0.93, p4 = 22.344, p5 = 5.88,
p6 = 1, p7 = 1. For the simulations the desired task space,
end–effector velocity, ẋd , was selected as


−0.05 sin(0.1t)
ẋd =
(64)
0.04 cos(0.2t)

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

[cm]

Fig. 2.

q̃1

[rad.]

0.5

where the robot manipulator was considered to be at rest with
T
the initial joint position as q (0) = [0.4, 0.4] rad. After a
rough tuning process, satisfactory tracking performance was
obtained when the control gains were selected α = 1, Ko1 =
40, Ko3 = 5 and Kc = 10. The corresponding results are
presented in Figures 1–4.
In Figure 1, the task space position tracking error is
presented while xd (t) vs x (t) is given in Figure 2. The
joint position observer error is given in Figure 3 . And finally
Figure 4 presents the control input torques.

xd (t) vs x (t)

0

-0.5
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

40

50

60

[time(sec)]
q̃2

0.6

[rad.]

0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
0

10

20

30

[time(sec)]

e1
0.5

[cm]

Fig. 3.

Joint position observation error q̃ (t)

0
-0.5

From these preliminary results we can conclude that the
controller/observation objectives are met.

controller for robotic manipulators. The proposed method,
due to the structure of the observer formulation can be
extended for controller formulation where the system model
is uncertain or simply unavailable. Simulation results are
provided to illustrate the performance of the proposed controller/observer couple. Future work will concentrate on
adaptive and learning controller based extensions with the
same velocity observer design.
The proposed strategy is compared with some of the works
in the literature. In [28], a full–state feedback controller for
MIMO systems was designed where only signum function
usage in this paper was inspired from. In [30] and [31], the
designed controllers were for joint space control of robot
manipulators where task space control was aimed in this
paper.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
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